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QUIZ 13 

History & Geography 

1 Which British prime minster was born in Huddersfield? 

2 Which English county with a sea border has the shortest 

coastline? 

3 Which time-saving dizzy girl was first put to work by James 

Hargreaves in 1764? 

4 Is it legal for a man living north of the River Thames to be 
buried south of the River Thames? 

Mathematics 

5 To the nearest million, how many £1 Lottery tickets would you 
need to buy to guarantee that you would win? 

6 When & where [country] was ‘zero’ invented? 

7 Farmer Giles has 3 black pigs, 2 brown pigs, and 1 pink pig. 

How many of Farmer Giles' pigs could say that they are of the 
same colour as another of Farmer Giles' pigs? 

8 A man bought 50 metres of rope in a shop. He did not know it, 

but the metre-rule used to measure the rope was 1cm short. 
What length of rope did he actually get? 

Language & Literature 

9 Who wrote the play "The Importance of Being Earnest" in 1895? 

10 'What is the use of a book without pictures or conversations?' – 
author & book title. 

11 Spell ‘colander’. 

12 As a whole, I am both safe and secure. 

Behead me, and I become a place of meeting. 

Behead me again, and I am the partner of ready. 

Restore me, and I become the domain of beasts. 

What am I? 
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Science & Nature 

13 What fuel does a Bunsen burner use? 

14 What is the best way to get down from a camel? 

15 Which living bird has the longest wingspan? 

16 What has just survived 553 days outside the ISS? 

Sport 

17 Mr Shepard was the first man to do what in the "world" of sport? 

18 To enter the water, why do scuba divers sit on the edge of the 
boat and fall out backwards? 

19 In which sports would you find a bonspiel? 

20 Great Britain's David Stone followed his success in the T2 time 
trial with a convincing road race win where? 

Music 

21 Who composed the ballet ‘The Sleeping Beauty’? 

22 My scale is something that does not weigh in grams, ounces, or 
pounds. However I may be heavy or light. What am I? 

23 In Which year were all these song titles no.1 hits: ‘All You Need Is 
Love’, ‘San Francisco’ and ‘A Whiter Shade Of Pale’? 

24 Whose fourth studio album, Method to the Maadness, 

features Hot Chip and Wiley? 

Art & Entertainement 

25 Who painted The Haywain? 

26 Why are so many famous artists Dutch? 

27 Which long-established TV drama is about to go to the stage with 
ex-Doctor Colin Baker in the lead role? 

28 Who played Richard Cunningham in the US TV show Happy Days? 
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General Knowledge 

29 You have 2 coins in your pocket totalling £1.50. One of them is 
not a £1 coin. What are they? 

30 14, 16, & 18 have alcoholic connections. What are they? 

31 In what month do Americans eat the least? 

32 Who am I describing: “Many are students and consequently few 
want to remain behind it forever, instead looking forward to the 

day when they can sit in front of it after a short day's well-paid 
work doing trendy things in their chosen sphere. Within the first 
few weeks of beginning their new job, their friends are likely to be 
well versed in such fascinating terminology as 'head', 'surge', 
'froth', 'pumps' and 'ullage'.” 

Word Games 

Each of the questions below is a clue to two seven letter words. The first word has 
one letter different to the second seven letter word. What are the words? 

33 Came out of an egg and found a mate 

34 Break up the idle talk 

35 Politely turn something down then lie back and relax 

36 Shackled someone then maybe sang a war song 

 

Team Name  
 
 

Remember, kids in the backseat cause accidents; accidents in the backseat cause 

kids. 

"I am." is the shortest complete sentence in the English language. 

The only 15 letter word that can be spelled without repeating a letter is 

uncopyrightable. 
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Please write answers on answer sheet. 
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Word Games 

33 Came out of an egg and found a mate  

34 Break up the idle talk  

35 Politely turn something down then lie back 
and relax 

 

36 Shackled someone then maybe sang a war 
song 

 

Remember, kids in the backseat cause accidents; accidents in the backseat cause kids. 

"I am." is the shortest complete sentence in the English language. 
 

The only 15 letter word that can be spelled without repeating a letter is uncopyrightable. 
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